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1048 Z. Balanov et. al.Another ruial problem related to �nding numerial solutions of linear equations,from the more deliate standpoint of numerial performane, is assoiated with the so-alled oeÆient stability. In other words, we need to know how perturbations of theentries of the matrix A a�et the solution of the orresponding linear system. It is ourimpression that this fundamental stability problem for the LU -deomposition methodhas not been given suÆient onsideration in the existing literature.The above stability problem an be studied using various information about thematrix A, for example its spetral properties, that is a standard approah to evaluatestability of a numerial method. However, the information about the spetrum of A isnot always available, so it is more natural from the pratial point of view to use anevaluation method depending diretly on the oeÆients of the matrix A.In this paper we present an estimate for the stability of the LU -deompositionmethod expressed in terms of the norm of the matrixA and its prinipal minors. Namely,we present an estimation of the magnitude of the error in the alulated triangularfators of the matrix A as a funtion of the approximation error of the entrees of A. Tobe more spei�, let us formulate this problem in a purely analyti way.Let M(n;R) be the set of real positive de�nite symmetri (n�n)-matries equippedwith the Eulidean norm, and let A = (aij) 2M(n;R). Consider its LU -deompositionA = L(A)U(A)where L(A) and U(A) are a lower- and upper-triangular matrix, respetively, transposedto L(A)). Reall that the oeÆients of L(A) an be omputed from the well-knownGauss formulas (f. [6, 9, 10℄)lsk = ( 0 for 1 � s � k � 1AskpAk�1Ak for k � s � n (k = 1; : : : ; n) (1:1)where Ai is the prinipal minor of A of order i (i = 1; : : : ; n) and Ask is the minor ofA obtained by interseting the rows with the indies 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1; s and the olumnswith the indies 1; 2; : : : ; k.Denote by L(n;R) the set of all real lower-triangular (n�n)-matries equipped withthe Eulidean norm. Let L : M(n;R)! L(n;R) be the map de�ned by L : A! L(A)where L(A) is the above lower-triangular matrix orresponding to A. In spite of thefat that the map L is given by an expliit formula, its analyti properties were notstudied in a rigorous way. It is lear that L is di�erentiable and positively homogeneousof degree 12 , i.e. L(�A) = � 12L(A) for � > 0: (1:2)Sine L is di�erentiable, the problem of �nding an estimate for the stability of theLU -deomposition method for a �xed matrix A an be redued to estimating the loalLipshitz onstant represented by the norm kL0(A)k. Consequently, the stability prob-lem for the LU -deomposition method an be reformulated as follows: Given a matrixA what is L0(A)?The main result of this paper is an e�etive upper estimate of kL0(A)k presented inTheorem 2.5. We refer to [2, 3, 6 - 10℄ where several results related to our disussionan be found.



On a Loal Lipshitz Constant 1049The authors are grateful to S. Tsynkov for useful disussions and assistane inpreparing the manusript for publiation.2. Lipshitz onstant estimatesThe objetive of this setion is to analyze the Lipshitz ontinuity of the matrix funtionL : M(n;R)! Rn�nde�ned by (1.1). Our estimates are based on the following inequality expressing forT 2 M(n;R) the relation between detT and the Hilbert-Shmidt norm of the matrixT , denoted by kTk.Lemma 2.1. Let T 2M(n;R). ThenjdetT j � n�n2 kTkn: (2:1)Proof. Inequality (2.1) is probably well-known, however we were not able to �ndany referene to a standard textbook in linear algebra. Therefore, it is appropriate topresent its proof. For example, inequality (2.1) is a onsequene of the well-known Shurinequality (f. [1℄) nXk=1 j�kj2 � kTk2where �1; �2; : : : ; �n are the eigenvalues of the matrix T . Indeed, using the fat thatgeometri mean is always less or equal than arithmeti mean we obtainjdetT j = nYk=1 j�kj = �� nYk=1 j�kj2� 1n�n2� � 1n nXk=1 j�kj2�n2 = n� 12n� nXk=1 j�kj2�n2� n� 12nkTknand the statement is provedLet us notie that inequality (2.1) also follows from the well-known Hadamard in-equality (f. [1℄) jdetT j � nYj=1� nXk=1 jajkj2� 12 :Indeed, by similar arguments we havejdetT j � �� nYj=1� nXk=1 jajkj2�� 1n�n2 � � 1n nXj;k=1 jajkj2�n2 = n� 12nkTkn:Now, we an use Lemma 2.1 to estimate the partial derivatives of the entries ofL0(A).



1050 Z. Balanov et. al.Lemma 2.2. The inequalities���� �lsk�aij ���� � kpn nYk=1 kk!� 34 kAk 34n2� 14n� 12A 321 � � �A 32n�1A 12n (2:2)hold for s = k; k + 1; : : : ; n and k = 1; : : : ; n where1 = 322 = 72p2k = 12� 3k k4(k � 1) k�14 + (k � 1) 3(k�1)4(k � 2) k�22 k k4 � (k � 2)
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>; :

Proof. First onsider the ase 2 � k < n. From (1.1) we have (s � k)�lsk�aij = 1A 12k�1A 12k �Ask�aij � 12A 32k�1A 32k AskAk�1 �Ak�aij � 12A 32k�1A 32k Ask �Ak�1�aij Ak: (2:3)Notie that, by Lemma 2.1,jAskj � 1k k2 kAkk and ����Ask�aij ��� � 1(k � 1) k�12 kAkk�1;and sine Ak = jAkkj, inequality (2.3) implies��� �lsk�aij ��� � 1A 12k�1A 12k kAkk�1(k � 1) k�12 + kAk3k�22A 32k�1A 32k � 1(k � 1)k�1k k2 + 1(k � 2) k�22 kk�: (2:4)By applying again inequality (2.1), we have����lsk�aij ��� � kAk3k�22A 32k�1A 32k � 3(k � 1)k�1k k2 + 1(k � 2) k�22 kk�: (2:5)In a similar way we an onsider the ase k = n. Sine lnn =pAn=An�1 we obtain�lnn�aij = 12A 32n�1A 12n �An�aij An�1 � 12A 32n�1A 12n An �An�1�aij (2:6)and by applying (2.1) we get����lnn�aij ��� � kAk2n�22A 32n�1A 12n � 1(n� 1)n�1 + 1(n� 2)n�22 nn2 �: (2:7)



On a Loal Lipshitz Constant 1051Using (2.1) in the ase k < n we obtain the estimateA 321 � � �A 32k�2A 32k+1 � � �A 32n�1A 12n= A 321 � � �A 32k�2A 32k�1A 32kA 32k+1 � � �A 32n�1A 12nA 32k�1A 32k� kAk 32 � � � kAk 32 (n�1)kAk 12n�Qn�1k=1 kk� 34 n 14 (k � 1) 34 (k�1)k 34kkAk 32 (k�1)kAk 32k= kAk 32 (1+2+:::n�1)+ 12nn 12�Qnk=1 kk� 34 (k � 1) 34 (k�1)k 34kkAk3k� 32= kAk 34n2� 14npn� nYk=1 kk�� 34 (k � 1) 34 (k�1)k 34kkAk3k� 32 :
(2:8)

Combining (2.8) with (2.5) yields (2.2). Similarly, in the ase where k = n we haveA 321 � � �A 32n�2 � kAk 34 (n�1)(n�2)(11 � 22 � � � (n� 2)n�2) 34 ; (2:9)thus (2.2) follows from (2.7) and (2.9). The proof in the ase where k � 2 is similarwith some evident simpli�ationsLemma 2.3. Let k = 12� 3k k4(k � 1) k�14 + (k � 1) 3(k�1)4(k � 2) k�22 k k4 �:Then the inequality k � 2e 14 k 14 (2:10)holds.Proof. It is lear that3k k4(k � 1) k�14 � 3�1 + 1k � 1� k4 k 14 � 3e 14 k k4and (k � 1) 3(k�1)4(k � 2) k�22 k k4 = (k � 1) 14 (k � 1) k�22(k � 2) k�22 (k � 1) k4k 14= (k � 1) 14 �1 + 1k � 2� k�22 �1� 1k� k4= (k � 1) 14 �1 + 1k � 2� k�22 �1� 1k2� k4 1(1 + 1k ) k+14 �k + 1k � 14� e 14 �k2 � 1k � 14� e 14 k 14 ;so inequality (2.10) follows



1052 Z. Balanov et. al.Notie that for a �xed k an entry lsk of the matrix L(A) depends only on k2 variables.Furthermore, for a �xed k there are only n + 1 � k non-zero entries lsk of the matrixL(A), thus for a �xed k there an only be (n + 1 � k)k2 non-zero partial derivatives�lsk�aij .Lemma 2.4. The inequality463n 92 � nXk=1(n+ 1� k)k 52 � 4n 9263 �1 + 1n� 72�1 + 112n�holds.Proof. The proof is straightforward and we omit itThe estimates presented in Lemma 2.4 an be illustrated by the following graph.

We an summarize the estimates derived in Lemmas 2.2 - 2.4 in the following result.Theorem 2.5. Let A be a positive de�nite symmetri (n � n)-matrix. Then theestimatekL0(A)k � 4e 14n 114p63 �1 + 1n� 74�1 + 112n� 12� nYk=1 kk�� 34 kAk 34n2� 14n� 12A 321 � � �A 32n�1A 12n (2:11)holds.Remark 2.6. Notie that the estimate standing on the right-hand side of inequality(2.11) is a homogeneous expression of order � 12 with respet to A, as it was expetedsine L0(A) is also homogeneous of order � 12 .In general, however, estimate (2.11) is rather rough what an be seen using spetralproperties of the matrix A. We have the following



On a Loal Lipshitz Constant 1053Corollary 2.7. Let m and M be the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of A,respetively. ThenkL0(A)k � 4e 14p63 � 34 �1 + 1n� 74�1 + 112n� 12 e 316n2n 3916� 12n 1pM �Mm � 34n2� 14n (2:12)where � � 1:2824271 : : : is the so-alled Gleisher onstant.Proof. We have the well known inequality kAk � pnM and on the other handby the lassial Sturm separation theorem (f. [1℄) A1 � m;A2 � m2; : : : ; An � mn.Consequently, we have the estimatekAk 34n2� 14n� 12A 321 � � �A 32n�1A 12n � n 38n2� 38n� 14 1M 12 �Mm � 34n2� 14n: (2:13)Furthermore, we have for the produt Qnk=1 kk the estimatenYk=1 k�k � 1� en24n 12n2+ 12n+ 112 (2:14)(f. [4℄). By Theorem 2.5 and inequalities (2.13) - (2.14) we obtain (2.12)3. Lipshitz onstant estimates based on spetral propertiesof the matrix AAordingly to Corollary 2.7 both inequalities (2.11) and (2.12) are quite rough. How-ever, if the information about the spetrum of the matrix A is available, the estimateof kL0(A)k an be signi�antly improved.Theorem 3.1. Let A be a positive de�nite symmetri (n� n)-matrix and supposethat m and M are the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of A, respetively. ThenkL0(A)k � (n+ 1)2p3 M2n�3m2n� 52 : (3:1)Proof. In the ase 3 � k < n, by applying inequality (2.1) to (2.3) we obtain����lsk�aij ��� � 1A 12k�1A 12k ak�1sk;ij(k � 1) k�12+ 12A 12k�1A 32k aksk ak�1k;ijk k2 (k � 1) k�22+ 12A 32k�1A 12k aksk ak�2k�1;ijk k2 (k � 2) k�22 (3:2)



1054 Z. Balanov et. al.where ask, ask;ij, ak;ij and ak�1;ij are the Hilbert-Shmidt norms of matries orre-sponding to the minors Ask, �Ask�aij , �Ak�aij and �Ak�1�aij , respetively. In similar way, in thease k = n (2.6) yields����lnn�aij ��� � 12A 12n�1A 12n an�1n;ij(n� 1)n�22 + A 12n2A 32n�1 an�2n�1;ij(n� 2)n�22 : (3:3)Sine for 3 � k � n we have ask � pk �skask;ij � pk � 1�sk;ijak;ij � pk � 1�k;ijak�1;ij � pk � 2�k�1;ij
9>>>>=>>>>;where �sk, ask;ij, �k;ij and �k�1;ij are the norms of the matries orresponding to theminors Ask, �Ask�aij , �Ak�aij and �Ak�1�aij , respetively, we obtain from (3.2) that in the ase3 � k < n we have ����lsk�aij ��� � �k�1sk;ijA 12k�1A 12k + �ksk �k�1k;ij2A 12k�1A 32k + �ksk �k�2k�1;ij2A 32k�1A 12k (3:4)and in the ase k = n it follows from (3.3)����lnn�aij ��� � �n�1n;ij2A 12n�1A 12n + A 12n�n�2n�1;ij2A 32n�1 : (3:5)Notie that all the norms �sk, �sk;ij, �k;ij and �k�1;ij do not exeed the usual norm ofA whih happens to be equal to M . On the other hand, using the inequalities Ak � mkwhere k = 1; : : : ; n (3.4) implies for k < n����lsk�aij ��� � Mk�1mk� 12 + M2k�12m2k� 12 + M2k�22m2k� 32 ; (3:6)and (3.5) implies for k = n ����lnn�aij ��� � Mn�12mn� 12 + M 32n�22m 32n� 32 : (3:7)It follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that for all k � n we have��� �lsk�aij ��� � 2M2n�3m2n� 52 : (3:8)Summarizing inequalities (3.8), �rst for �xed k over i and j, and then for k = 1; : : : ; nwe obtain kL0(A)k � 2vuut nXk=1(n+ 1� k)k2 M2n�3m2n� 52 : (3:9)Sine nXk=1(n+ 1� k) k2 = n(n+ 1)2(n+ 2)12estimate (3.1) follows from (3.9)



On a Loal Lipshitz Constant 1055It is not hard to show that the estimates obtained in Theorems 2.5 and 3.1 an beessentially improved. For both ases, it is possible to sharpen the estimates for kL0(A)kby expressing them in terms of A1; : : : ; An, kAk and M , but the obtained formula israther umbersome and awkward. Trying to simplify the estimates for kL0(A)k wederived (2.12) and (3.1) based on the idea of equal ontributions of di�erent entriesof the matrix L(A). The enormous di�erene between estimates (2.12) and (3.1), i.e.the exponential and quadrati growths, should be given few words of explanation. Inthe ase of estimate (2.12) we deal with a priori information about A, i.e. we onlyuse the harateristis of A that an be simply alulated from the oeÆients of thematrix A (for example, kAk; A1; : : : ; An), but in the ase of estimate (3.1) we deal witha posteriori information requiring the knowledge of the bounds m and M whih are noteasy to alulate.Referenes[1℄ Bellman, R.: Introdution to Matrix Analysis. New York: MGraw-Hill 1972.[2℄ Ikramov, H.: Rare�ed matries (in Russian). In: Itogi nauki i tehniki (Mosow: VINITI),Series Math. Anal. 20 (1982), 179 { 260.[3℄ Jennings, J. and M. Osborne: A diret error analysis for least squares. Numer. Math. 22(1974), 325 { 323.[4℄ Knuth, D.: The art of omputer programming, Vol. 1. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley1974.[5℄ Marus, M. and H. Hink: A survey on matrix theory and matrix inequalities (in Russian).Mosow: Nauka 1972.[6℄ Megovan, W.: Matrix deomposition: on APL funtion to ompute the Cholesky fator ofa Gramian matrix. Behav. Res. Meth. Instrum. 15 (1983), 99 { 100.[7℄ Stonmeyer, D.: Automati error analysis using omputer algebrai manipulation. ACMTrans. Math. Software 3 (1977), 26 { 43.[8℄ Vojevodin, V.: The omputing foundations of linear algebra elasti plate. Mosow: Nauka1977.[9℄ Vojevodin, V. and I. Kuznetsov: Matries and omputations (in Russian). Mosow: Nauka1984.[10℄ Wilkinson, J.: The Algebrai Eigenvalue Problem. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1965.Reeived 19.11.1999; in revised form 19.05.2000


